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ABSTRACT
We search for excess γ-ray emission coincident with the positions of confirmed and candidate Milky
Way satellite galaxies using 6 years of data from the Fermi Large Area Telescope (LAT). Our sample
of 45 stellar systems includes 28 kinematically confirmed dark-matter-dominated dwarf spheroidal
galaxies (dSphs) and 17 recently discovered systems that have photometric characteristics consistent
with the population of known dSphs. For each of these targets, the relative predicted γ-ray flux due to
dark matter annihilation is taken from kinematic analysis if available, and estimated from a distance-
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2based scaling relation otherwise, assuming that the stellar systems are dark-matter-dominated dSphs.
LAT data coincident with four of the newly discovered targets show a slight preference (each ∼ 2σ
local) for γ-ray emission in excess of the background. However, the ensemble of derived γ-ray flux
upper limits for individual targets is consistent with the expectation from analyzing random blank-
sky regions, and a combined analysis of the population of stellar systems yields no globally significant
excess (global significance < 1σ). Our analysis has increased sensitivity compared to the analysis
of 15 confirmed dSphs by Ackermann et al. (2015b). The observed constraints on the dark matter
annihilation cross section are statistically consistent with the background expectation, improving by a
factor of ∼ 2 for large dark matter masses (mDM,bb¯ & 1 TeV and mDM,τ+τ− & 70 GeV) and weakening
by a factor of ∼ 1.5 at lower masses relative to previously observed limits.
Keywords: dark matter, galaxies: dwarf, gamma rays: galaxies
1. INTRODUCTION
Astrophysical evidence suggests that non-baryonic cold
dark matter (DM) constitutes ∼ 84% of the matter
density of the Universe (Planck Collaboration 2015).
Many particle DM candidates, such as weakly interact-
ing massive particles (WIMPs), are predicted to anni-
hilate or decay into energetic Standard Model particles
(e.g., Bertone et al. 2005; Feng 2010). Depending on the
DM particle mass and annihilation cross section or decay
rate, these interactions may produce γ rays detectable
by instruments such as the Fermi Large Area Telescope
(LAT), which is sensitive to γ rays in the range from
20 MeV to >300 GeV (Atwood et al. 2009). Milky Way
dwarf spheroidal satellite galaxies (dSphs) are excellent
targets to search for γ rays produced from DM annihila-
tion due to their proximity, their large DM density, and
the absence of observational evidence for non-thermal as-
trophysical processes that produce γ rays (e.g., Evans
et al. 2004; Baltz et al. 2008).
The expected γ-ray flux from DM annihilation is
φ(∆Ω, Emin, Emax) =
1
4pi
〈σv〉
2m2DM
∫ Emax
Emin
dNγ
dEγ
dEγ︸ ︷︷ ︸
particle physics
×
∫
∆Ω
∫
l.o.s.
ρ2DM(r(l))dldΩ︸ ︷︷ ︸
J-factor
,
(1)
where 〈σv〉 is the velocity-averaged DM annihilation
cross section, mDM is the DM particle mass, and
dNγ
dE
is the differential γ-ray photon counts spectrum summed
over all final states. The “J-factor” is the square of the
DM density (ρ) as a function of position l integrated
along the light-of-sight (l.o.s.) in the region of interest
(ROI), and ∆Ω denotes the solid angle over which the
J-factor is calculated (Gondolo et al. 2004).
The J-factors of dSphs can be inferred from the mea-
sured velocities of their member stars (e.g., Simon &
Geha 2007; Walker et al. 2009). While the J-factors of
individual dSphs are several orders of magnitude smaller
than that of the Galactic center, observations of individ-
ual dSphs can be combined to increase the sensitivity
to a DM annihilation signal while simultaneously reduc-
ing the impact of systematic uncertainties for individual
dSphs. In addition, observations of the dSphs provide an
important independent test of DM interpretations of the
γ-ray excess associated with the Galactic center (GCE;
Gordon & Macias 2013; Daylan et al. 2016; Abazajian
et al. 2014; Calore et al. 2015; Ajello et al. 2016).
Multiple groups have searched for excess γ rays associ-
ated with dSphs using LAT data and have reported con-
straints on DM annihilation that are competitive with
other DM targets such as the Galactic center (e.g., Abdo
et al. 2010; Ackermann et al. 2011; Geringer-Sameth &
Koushiappas 2011; Mazziotta et al. 2012; Ackermann
et al. 2014; Geringer-Sameth et al. 2015b,c; Hooper &
Linden 2015; Li et al. 2016). For example, the combined
likelihood analysis of 15 dSphs with 6 years of LAT Pass
8 data by Ackermann et al. (2015b) excludes DM parti-
cles with masses .100 GeV annihilating with the canoni-
cal thermal relic cross section via quark or τ -lepton chan-
nels. That work used only dSphs with spectoscopically
determined J-factors.
In 2015, a combination of on-going wide-field optical
imaging surveys and a re-analysis of Sloan Digital Sky
Survey (SDSS; York et al. 2000) data revealed more than
20 new satellite systems (Bechtol et al. 2015; Koposov
et al. 2015a; Laevens et al. 2015a,b; Kim et al. 2015a;
Martin et al. 2015a; Kim & Jerjen 2015; Drlica-Wagner
et al. 2015b). The photometric characteristics of these
new Milky Way satellites are consistent with previously
known dSphs, but are referred to as “dSph candidates”
until their DM content is spectroscopically confirmed.
If the newly discovered systems are confirmed as DM-
dominated dSphs, they represent important new targets
in the search for γ rays from DM annihilation. This paper
follows on the work of Drlica-Wagner et al. (2015a, here-
after DW15), who analyzed satellites discovered in the
first year (Y1) of the Dark Energy Survey (DES; DES
Collaboration 2005). Here, we perform a comprehensive
Fermi -LAT γ-ray analysis of all confirmed and candidate
dSphs. This target sample includes 15 additional dSph
candidates found in year two (Y2) of DES and other sur-
veys. In total, our sample comprises 45 confirmed and
candidate dSphs (Section 2). We find slight (∼ 2σ local)
excesses of γ rays coincident with four of the new targets
(Section 3). Spectroscopic observations are needed to
measure the dynamical masses and associated J-factors
of the new systems. For recently discovered dSph can-
didates that lack spectroscopic observations, we use a
simple scaling relation to predict J-factors based on pho-
tometric data alone (Section 4). In Section 5 we perform
a combined analysis of the population of confirmed and
candidate dSphs and find no globally significant excess
associated with the ensemble of targets. We therefore
present constraints on the DM annihilation cross section
derived from the population of confirmed and candidate
dSphs. In Section 6 we summarize our findings and con-
clude.
32. TARGETS
In 2015, wide-field optical imaging surveys enabled the
discovery of more than 20 new Milky Way satellites hav-
ing morphological characteristics similar to the known
DM-dominated dSphs. Each of these satellites was iden-
tified as a statistically significant arcminute-scale over-
density of resolved stars consistent with an old (>10 Gyr)
and metal-poor (Z ∼ 0.0002) simple stellar population.
The basic structural characteristics of each stellar sys-
tem (e.g., center position, heliocentric distance, and spa-
tial extension) were inferred by fitting the spatial and
color-magnitude distributions of probable member stars.
The majority of the recently announced Milky Way
satellites were discovered in DES data collected with the
Dark Energy Camera (DECam; Flaugher et al. 2015).
Searches of the DES Y1 data by both the DES Collabo-
ration and other groups led to the discovery of nine dSph
candidates (Bechtol et al. 2015; Koposov et al. 2015a;
Kim & Jerjen 2015). Drlica-Wagner et al. (2015b) subse-
quently reported eight additional dSph candidates found
in DES Y2 data. The compact stellar systems Kim 2
(Kim et al. 2015b)1 and DES 1 (Luque et al. 2016) are
also present in the DES data; however, they have photo-
metric properties that are more similar to low-luminosity
outer-halo star clusters than to dSphs.
In addition to the objects found in DES data, several
systems have recently been discovered in other surveys.
Pegasus III was detected in archival SDSS data (Kim
et al. 2015a) and later confirmed as a stellar overdensity
with DECam. Hydra II was found serendipitously in
DECam data taken for the Survey of the MAgellanic
Stellar History (Martin et al. 2015a). Three additional
dSph candidates were discovered in the Pan-STARRS 1
3pi Survey: Triangulum II, Draco II, and Sagittarius II
(Laevens et al. 2015b,a). We note that several other
systems have been discovered using Pan-STARRS 1, but
due to their small sizes and/or measured kinematics, they
are classified as globular clusters and are not considered
in this work (Laevens et al. 2014, 2015a; Kirby et al.
2015b).
Thus far, six recently discovered systems have mea-
sured kinematics consistent with being DM-dominated
dSphs: Reticulum II (Simon et al. 2015; Walker et al.
2015a; Koposov et al. 2015b), Horologium I (Koposov
et al. 2015b), Hydra II (Kirby et al. 2015b), Draco II
(Martin et al. 2015b), Triangulum II (Kirby et al. 2015a;
Martin et al. 2016), and Tucana II (Walker et al. 2015b).
J-factors have been derived for Reticulum II (Simon et al.
2015; Bonnivard et al. 2015b) and Tucana II (Walker
et al. 2015b) from these kinematic data.
The dSphs are good targets for DM searches because
their dynamical and chemical properties suggest the pres-
ence of large quantities of DM. In contrast, globular
clusters have mass-to-light ratios of order unity. Low-
luminosity stellar systems cannot be conclusively classi-
fied as dSphs or globular clusters without radial velocity
measurements. However, dSphs are generally found to
have larger physical half-light radii (r1/2) and lower sur-
face brightnesses (µ) than globular clusters (Figure 1).
Therefore, we used the photometric characteristics of the
1 Kim 2 was also identified as DES J2038−4610/Indus I by Bech-
tol et al. (2015) and Koposov et al. (2015a) slightly after its original
discovery by Kim et al. (2015b).
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Figure 1. Absolute visual magnitude (MV ) versus physical
half-light radius (r1/2) for dSphs and globular clusters. Globu-
lar clusters, which do not contain measurable DM within their
visible stellar distribution, are marked with red crosses (Fadely
et al. 2011; Harris 1996, 2010 edition). Spectroscopically con-
firmed DM-dominated dSphs are labeled with filled green squares.
Segue 2 (open green square) has the chemical signatures of a dSph,
but exhibits a low velocity dispersion (Kirby et al. 2013), and is
therefore excluded from our target list. Milky Way satellites lack-
ing spectroscopic observations are labeled with black filled circles.
Thick orange lines indicate our target sample selection cuts on ob-
jects lacking spectroscopic data (see Section 5): nominal (solid;
r1/2 > 20 pc) and inclusive (dashed; r1/2 > 10 pc). Black dashed
lines indicate contours of constant surface brightness (µ).
newly discovered systems to select those that are likely
to be DM-dominated dSphs when spectroscopic measure-
ments were unavailable.
For stellar systems with MV . −5, DM-dominated
dSphs have r1/2 & 100 pc, while globular clusters have
r1/2 . 20 pc. For fainter systems, the size distinction be-
comes less clear. The most compact kinematically clas-
sified dSph is Segue 1 (Geha et al. 2009; Simon et al.
2011), which has an azimuthally averaged half-light ra-
dius of 21 pc. On the other hand, the Palomar 13 globu-
lar cluster has a half-light radius of approximately 10 pc,
and does not require DM to explain its measured veloc-
ity dispersion (Bradford et al. 2011). We note that re-
cent spectroscopy of Draco II, which has an azimuthally
averaged half-light radius of 16 pc, indicates a velocity
dispersion 2.9 ± 2.1 km s−1 and therefore is moderately
likely to be DM dominated. (Martin et al. 2015b). We
inclusively selected new objects with r1/2 > 10 pc and
surface brightnesses µ > 25 mag arcsec−2.
Two confirmed globular clusters (Palomar 14 and
Laevens 1) would pass our nominal selection criteria
based on their physical size and luminosity (r1/2 ∼ 20 pc,
MV ∼ −4.5 mag). However, Palomar 14 is kinemati-
cally determined to have a mass-to-light ratio near unity
(Jordi et al. 2009), and the relatively large metallicity
and low metallicity dispersion of Laevens 1 is more sim-
ilar to globular clusters (Kirby et al. 2013). Therefore,
we do not include these two systems in our analysis.
In Table 1 we summarize the characteristics of con-
firmed and candidate dSphs considered in this work.
This table is divided into three sections: (1) systems
that are kinematically determined to be DM-dominated
dSphs, (2) systems with photometric characteristics con-
4Table 1
Confirmed and Candidate Dwarf Galaxies
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7) (8)
Name l, b Distance r1/2 MV log10(Jmeas) log10(Jpred) Sample
(deg, deg) (kpc) (pc) (mag) log10( GeV
2 cm−5) log10( GeV2 cm−5)
Kinematically Confirmed Galaxies
Boo¨tes I* 358.08, 69.62 66 189 -6.3 18.2± 0.4 18.5 I,N,C
Boo¨tes II 353.69, 68.87 42 46 -2.7 ... 18.9 I,N,C
Boo¨tes III 35.41, 75.35 47 ... -5.8 ... 18.8 I,N
Canes Venatici I 74.31, 79.82 218 441 -8.6 17.4± 0.3 17.4 I,N,C
Canes Venatici II* 113.58, 82.70 160 52 -4.9 17.6± 0.4 17.7 I,N,C
Carina* 260.11, -22.22 105 205 -9.1 17.9± 0.1 18.1 I,N,C
Coma Berenices* 241.89, 83.61 44 60 -4.1 19.0± 0.4 18.8 I,N,C
Draco* 86.37, 34.72 76 184 -8.8 18.8± 0.1 18.3 I,N,C
Draco II 98.29, 42.88 24 16 -2.9 ... 19.3 I,N,C
Fornax* 237.10, -65.65 147 594 -13.4 17.8± 0.1 17.8 I,N,C
Hercules* 28.73, 36.87 132 187 -6.6 16.9± 0.7 17.9 I,N,C
Horologium I 271.38, -54.74 87 61 -3.5 ... 18.2 I,N,C
Hydra II 295.62, 30.46 134 66 -4.8 ... 17.8 I,N,C
Leo I 225.99, 49.11 254 223 -12.0 17.8± 0.2 17.3 I,N,C
Leo II* 220.17, 67.23 233 164 -9.8 18.0± 0.2 17.4 I,N,C
Leo IV* 265.44, 56.51 154 147 -5.8 16.3± 1.4 17.7 I,N,C
Leo V 261.86, 58.54 178 95 -5.2 16.4± 0.9 17.6 I,N,C
Pisces II 79.21, -47.11 182 45 -5.0 ... 17.6 I,N,C
Reticulum II 266.30, -49.74 32 35 -3.6 18.9± 0.6 19.1 I,N,C
Sculptor* 287.53, -83.16 86 233 -11.1 18.5± 0.1 18.2 I,N,C
Segue 1* 220.48, 50.43 23 21 -1.5 19.4± 0.3 19.4 I,N,C
Sextans* 243.50, 42.27 86 561 -9.3 17.5± 0.2 18.2 I,N,C
Triangulum II 140.90, -23.82 30 30 -1.8 ... 19.1 I,N,C
Tucana II 328.04, -52.35 58 120 -3.9 ... 18.6 I,N,C
Ursa Major I 159.43, 54.41 97 143 -5.5 17.9± 0.5 18.1 I,N,C
Ursa Major II* 152.46, 37.44 32 91 -4.2 19.4± 0.4 19.1 I,N,C
Ursa Minor* 104.97, 44.80 76 120 -8.8 18.9± 0.2 18.3 I,N,C
Willman 1* 158.58, 56.78 38 19 -2.7 ... 18.9 I,N
Likely Galaxies
Columba I 231.62, -28.88 182 101 -4.5 ... 17.6 I,N,C
Eridanus II 249.78, -51.65 331 156 -7.4 ... 17.1 I,N,C
Grus I 338.68, -58.25 120 60 -3.4 ... 17.9 I,N,C
Grus II 351.14, -51.94 53 93 -3.9 ... 18.7 I,N,C
Horologium II 262.48, -54.14 78 33 -2.6 ... 18.3 I,N,C
Indus II 354.00, -37.40 214 181 -4.3 ... 17.4 I,N,C
Pegasus III 69.85, -41.81 205 57 -4.1 ... 17.5 I,N,C
Phoenix II 323.69, -59.74 96 33 -3.7 ... 18.1 I,N,C
Pictor I 257.29, -40.64 126 44 -3.7 ... 17.9 I,N,C
Reticulum III 273.88, -45.65 92 64 -3.3 ... 18.2 I,N,C
Sagittarius II 18.94, -22.90 67 34 -5.2 ... 18.4 I,N,C
Tucana III 315.38, -56.18 25 44 -2.4 ... 19.3 I,N
Tucana IV 313.29, -55.29 48 128 -3.5 ... 18.7 I,N,C
Ambiguous Systems
Cetus II 156.47, -78.53 30 17 0.0 ... 19.1 I
Eridanus III 274.95, -59.60 96 12 -2.4 ... 18.1 I
Kim 2 347.16, -42.07 105 12 -1.5 ... 18.1 I
Tucana V 316.31, -51.89 55 16 -1.6 ... 18.6 I
Note. — Milky Way satellite systems consistent with being dSphs. Horizontal lines divide systems that have been kinematically determined
to be DM dominated (top), systems with photometry consistent with being dSphs (middle), and systems with small physical sizes populating
an ambiguous region of the size-luminosity plane between dSphs and globular clusters (bottom). Columns represent (1) name of stellar system
(2) Galactic coordinates (3) heliocentric distance (4) azimuthally averaged half-light radius (5) absolute visual magnitude (6) measured J-factor
derived from stellar kinematics by Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015a); Reticulum II value taken from Simon et al. (2015) (7) predicted J-factor from
Equation 2 (8) composite sample membership (see Section 5): C=conservative, N=nominal, I=inclusive. Targets used in the combined limits from
Ackermann et al. (2015b) are marked with asterisks.
sistent with known dSphs, and (3) systems with small
physical sizes (10 pc < r1/2 < 20 pc) and ambiguous
classifications (see Figure 1). Due to small stellar sam-
ples and/or complicated kinematics, several kinemati-
cally confirmed dSphs lack spectroscopically measured
J-factors.
Several Milky Way satellites are not considered in this
analysis. For instance, the Sagittarius and Canis Ma-
jor dSphs are excluded because: (1) they reside at low
Galactic latitude (b = −14.◦2 and b = −8.◦0, respec-
tively) where the diffuse Galactic γ-ray foreground emis-
sion presents both statistical and systematic challenges,
and (2) they show strong evidence of tidal disruption,
making accurate determination of their DM masses dif-
ficult (Frinchaboy et al. 2012; Martin et al. 2004). In
spite of these obstacles, the proximity (26 kpc and 7 kpc,
respectively) and large velocity dispersions of these two
systems make them promising targets for dedicated in-
dividual study.
Finally, we exclude Segue 2 from our target list. Spec-
troscopic measurements show that Segue 2 has a large
metallicity dispersion characteristic of dSphs, but the
upper bound on its velocity dispersion, σv < 2.2 km s
−1,
implies a mass-to-light ratio within the half-light radius,
5(M/LV )1/2 < 360 M/L, lower than that of other com-
parably luminous dSphs (Kirby et al. 2013). As shown
in Figure 1, Segue 2 is situated within the locus of DM-
dominated dSphs according to its photometric proper-
ties, and therefore provides a cautionary example of a
system that might not follow the scaling relation de-
scribed in Section 4, which assumes a common value for
the central DM density of dSphs.
3. LAT ANALYSIS
We analyzed γ-ray data coincident with our targets us-
ing the same analysis procedure and data set described
in Ackermann et al. (2015b). We briefly review the de-
tails of the analysis here for completeness. Our data set
consisted of six years of LAT data (2008 August 4 to
2014 August 5) in the energy range from 500 MeV to
500 GeV passing the P8R2 SOURCE event class selections.
We rejected events with zenith angles greater than 100◦
to remove γ rays produced by cosmic-ray interactions
in the Earth’s atmosphere. Additionally, events from
time intervals around bright γ-ray bursts and solar flares
were removed using the same procedure as the third LAT
source catalog (3FGL; Acero et al. 2015). To analyze the
targets in Table 1, we used 10◦ × 10◦ ROIs centered on
each target. In Figure 2 we show γ-ray counts maps for
15 systems that were not previously analyzed by DW15
or Ackermann et al. (2015b). Data reduction was per-
formed using the Fermi ScienceTools2 version 10-01-01
and the P8R2 SOURCE V6 instrument response functions.3
To search for γ-ray emission coincident with our tar-
gets in excess of the local background expectation, we
performed a binned maximum-likelihood analysis in 24
logarithmically spaced energy bins and 0.◦1 spatial pixels.
Data were partitioned into four point-spread function
event types, which were combined in a joint likelihood
function when fitting each ROI (Ackermann et al. 2015b).
We modeled the Galactic diffuse emission with the stan-
dard LAT interstellar emission model (gll iem v06.fits)
recommended for analysis of the Pass 8 data.4 Addi-
tionally, we modeled extragalactic γ-ray emission and
residual charged particle contamination with an isotropic
model fit to the Pass 8 data. Point sources from the
3FGL catalog within 15◦ of the ROI center were included
in the background model. The flux normalizations of the
Galactic, isotropic, and 3FGL catalog sources within the
10◦×10◦ ROI were fit simultaneously over the broadband
energy range from 500 MeV to 500 GeV. The spectral pa-
rameters of all other background components were fixed
to their nominal values during the fit. Following DW15,
we enabled the energy dispersion correction in our fits
for all components except the Galactic diffuse emission
model and the isotropic model. The flux normalizations
of the background sources were insensitive to the inclu-
sion of a putative power-law source at the locations of the
targets. Each ROI was found to be well described by the
background model with no significant (> 3σ) residuals
associated with the target locations.
In this analysis we modeled all 45 confirmed and can-
2 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/analysis/software/
3 http://www.slac.stanford.edu/exp/glast/groups/canda/
lat_Performance.htm
4 http://fermi.gsfc.nasa.gov/ssc/data/access/lat/
BackgroundModels.html
didate dSphs in Table 1 as point-like sources. This dif-
fers from the analysis of Ackermann et al. (2015b) where
some targets were modeled as extended sources. This
choice was motivated by a desire to have a consistent
analysis across the targets and the fact that the physical
sizes of the DM halos surrounding the dSph candidates
are not well constrained (we further investigate the im-
pact of this choice in Section 5). We fit for excess γ-ray
emission above the background associated with each tar-
get in each energy bin separately to derive upper limits
on the flux that are independent of the choice of spec-
tral model. Within each bin, we model the putative dSph
source with a power-law spectral model (dN/dE ∝ E−Γ)
with spectral index Γ = 2 (Ackermann et al. 2014,
2015b). In Figure 3 we show the bin-by-bin integrated
energy-flux upper limits at 95% confidence level for 15
dSph candidates not included in DW15 or Ackermann
et al. (2015b). We generate 68% and 95% containment
bands for the bin-by-bin limits from 300 Monte Carlo
simulations of the local γ-ray background in the region
of each dSph using the Fermi ScienceTool , gtobssim.
We use simulations to account for local variations in the
diffuse γ-ray background between the individual dSphs
(Ackermann et al. 2014).
The 10◦ × 10◦ ROIs of several targets overlap, and we
investigated possible correlations between the normaliza-
tion of the putative sources. The two targets with the
smallest angular separation (∼ 1.◦5) are Tucana III and
Tucana IV. We simultaneously fit the normalizations of
the Galactic diffuse emission model, Tucana III, and Tu-
cana IV in several energy bins, and found the magnitude
of the correlation factor between the normalizations of
the two dSph candidates to be <0.1. The LAT is cer-
tainly capable of resolving more closely spaced sources
(see Fig. 13 of Acero et al. 2015), and our result is con-
sistent with that of Carlson et al. (2015), who studied the
correlation between dSph targets and nearby unresolved
sources.
To maximize the sensitivity to specific DM spectral
models, the Poisson likelihoods from each bin were
combined to form broadband likelihoods for different
DM annihilation channels and masses. We tested for
excess γ-ray emission consistent with two representa-
tive DM annihilation channels (i.e., bb¯ and τ+τ−), and
scanned a range of DM particle masses in six steps per
decade from 2 GeV to 10 TeV (when kinematically al-
lowed). The spectra were obtained from DMFit based on
PYTHIA 8.165 using the Fermi ScienceTools (Jeltema &
Profumo 2008; Ackermann et al. 2014, 2015b). We cal-
culated a test statistic (TS) for γ-ray source detection
from the logarithm of the likelihood ratio when fitting
the ROI with and without the putative dSph source (see
Equation 6 in Ackermann et al. 2015b). We note that
the TS of an individual target does not depend on the
assumed J-factor; however, both the J-factor and the
J-factor uncertainty affect the DM interpretation. No
significant excess γ-ray emission above the background
was observed coincident with any of the targets for any
of the DM masses or channels tested. Several of the tar-
gets show slight (<2.5σ local) excesses with respect to
the background and are discussed further.
In Figure 4 we show the TS values from the likeli-
hood analysis of each target as a function of annihila-
tion channel and DM mass. We also show the one-sided
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Figure 2. Binned γ-ray counts maps (E > 1 GeV) for 10◦ × 10◦ ROIs centered on 15 targets that were not analyzed by Drlica-Wagner
et al. (2015a) or Ackermann et al. (2015b). The dSph candidates are indicated with white “×” symbols, while 3FGL sources in the ROI
are indicated with white “+” symbols. The counts maps are binned in 0.◦1× 0.◦1 spatial pixels and smoothed with a 0.◦25 Gaussian kernel.
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784% and 97.5% containment bands from performing our
analysis on blank-sky locations.5 There are four targets
with maximum TS values exceeding the local 95% con-
tainment contours from an analysis of blank-sky regions:
Indus II, Reticulum II, Tucana III, and Tucana IV. We
note that other independent analyses have found signifi-
cant (plocal > 3σ) emission from Reticulum II (Geringer-
Sameth et al. 2015c; Hooper & Linden 2015). The plocal
of Reticulum II in this analysis is smaller mostly due to
the use of the Pass 8 dataset as opposed to the Pass 7
Reprocessed dataset.
All four targets in Table 2 have TS < 7.5 when fit
over the broad-band energy range with any DM spectral
model (TS < 4 when fit with a single Γ = 2 power-law
spectral model). The best-fit masses, channels, and sig-
nificances of these excesses are shown in Table 2. We
quote three p-values: (1) the local p-value at the best-fit
DM mass and channel, plocal, (2) the p-value per target,
ptarget, which takes into account the trials factor from
scanning multiple DM masses and channels, and (3) the
sample p-value, psample, which includes an additional tri-
als factor from analyzing 45 target locations. plocal and
ptarget are empirically determined with respect to 300
sets of 45 blank-sky locations (Ackermann et al. 2014).
For a particular target, the null distribution for plocal is
the distribution of TS evaluated at the best-fit DM mass
and channel, whereas the null distribution for ptarget is
the distribution of the maximum TS over all considered
DM masses and channels at each blank-sky location. We
use the TS distribution from fits in blank-sky locations to
account for the effect of unmodeled components of the γ-
ray sky such as unresolved point sources (see Figure 6 of
the supplemental material for Ackermann et al. 2015b).
In the background-only case without a DM annihila-
tion signal, analyzing 45 targets will yield four or more
targets with detection significances exceeding the ptarget
values in Table 2 45% of the time. However, this naive
calculation treats each target equally, whereas the pre-
dicted γ-ray flux from DM annihilation is proportional to
the J-factor. In Section 5, we describe a combined anal-
ysis that weights the targets by their J-factors and links
the spectral model (DM mass and annihilation channel)
across targets, and thereby enhances the sensitivity to a
collective DM signal from the population of Milky Way
satellites.
No 3FGL sources are located within 1◦ of any of
the four systems mentioned above. We also investi-
gated associations with sources observed at other wave-
lengths that are potential γ-ray emitters in the BZCAT
(Massaro et al. 2009), CRATES (Healey et al. 2007),
CGraBS (Healey et al. 2008), PMN (Wright et al. 1994),
and WISE blazar candidate (D’Abrusco et al. 2014)
catalogs. We find two sources from the PMN cata-
log, PMN J0335−5406 and PMN J0335−5352, within 15′
of Reticulum II. The first of these, PMN J0335−5406,
has a relatively large flux at low frequency (225 mJy
5 The blank-sky locations used to calibrate detection significance
are randomly distributed at Galactic latitudes |b| > 30◦. The av-
erage diffuse background intensity in this region is within 5% of
the average diffuse background intensity in the 45 target ROIs.
The incidence of unmodeled point sources is expected to be sim-
ilar at blank-sky locations and in the target ROIs because the γ-
ray sources detected at high Galactic latitudes are approximately
isotropically distributed.
at 843 MHz) and a fairly hard radio spectral index
(Γ ∼ 0.7), making it a possible γ-ray emitter (Acker-
mann et al. 2015a). In addition, the infrared colors of
PMN J0335−5406 measured with WISE are consistent
with other known γ-ray emitting blazars (Massaro et al.
2011). However, we note that this source is relatively
faint in the optical/near infrared, having z & 23 mag in
the DES imaging. The second source, PMN J0335−5352,
has a smaller radio flux and seems unlikely to be associ-
ated with a γ-ray emitting blazar. We additionally find
the source PMN J0003−6059 located 10′ from Tucana IV,
but due to the lack of multifrequency measurements it is
unclear whether it is a potential γ-ray emitter.
4. ESTIMATING J-FACTORS
An estimate of the J-factor is necessary to convert a
γ-ray flux upper limit into a constraint on the DM anni-
hilation cross section (Equation 1). The J-factor depends
on both the DM density profile and distance. Distances
can be determined from the photometric data using the
characteristic absolute magnitude of the main-sequence
turn-off and/or horizontal branch in old, metal-poor stel-
lar populations. On the other hand, measurement of the
DM mass requires spectroscopic observations to deter-
mine the radial velocities of member stars. The classical
dSphs discovered prior to SDSS have measured velocity
dispersions in the range ∼ 6–11 km s−1, and the ultra-
faint dSphs discovered by SDSS have velocity dispersions
in the range ∼ 2–6 km s−1. Similarly, the six new systems
recently confirmed as dSphs have velocity dispersions in
the range from 2.9–8.6 km s−1.
The known dSphs have similar central DM densities de-
spite a wide spread in optical luminosity (Strigari et al.
2008). The similarity in the central DM density of the
dSphs causes their J-factors to scale approximately as the
inverse square of their distances. In Figure 5, we show
that a simple scaling relationship between J-factor and
distance can be clearly seen in the J-factors derived by
several groups (i.e., Geringer-Sameth et al. 2015a; Mar-
tinez 2015; Bonnivard et al. 2015a). For each set of
J-factor measurements, the intrinsic scatter relative to
the proposed scaling relationship appears to be smaller
than the average measurement uncertainty.
Following DW15, we assume that the new stellar sys-
tems occupy similar DM halos to the population of
known dSphs, and we predict the J-factors of the new
systems from their distances. This assumption is neces-
sary to convert the γ-ray flux limits to DM annihilation
cross section constraints since most of the newly discov-
ered systems have not yet been observed spectroscopi-
cally. We do not expect globular clusters to follow the
same scaling relation, since their observed velocity dis-
persions imply that they do not contain DM.
For each candidate we calculated a predicted J-factor
using the procedure developed in DW15. Our scaling
relationship is
log10
(
Jpred
J0
)
= −2 log10
(
D
100 kpc
)
, (2)
where D is the heliocentric distance of the dSph candi-
date and J0 is a scale factor derived from a fit to spec-
troscopic data (Figure 5). In contrast to DW15, we de-
rived our nominal scale factor, J0 = 18.1 GeV
2 cm−5,
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Figure 4. Local detection significance, expressed as a log-likelihood test statistic (TS), from the broad-band analysis of each target in
Table 1 assuming DM annihilation through the bb¯ (left) or τ+τ− (right) channels. The bands represent the local one-sided 84% (green)
and 97.5% (yellow) containment regions derived from 300 random sets of 45 blank-sky locations. Curves corresponding to targets with
peak significance larger than the local 95% expectation from blank-sky regions are explicitly colored and labeled, while other targets are
shown in gray.
Table 2
Targets with the Largest Excesses above Background
(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6) (7)
Name Channel Mass (GeV) TS plocal ptarget psample
Indus II τ+τ− 15.8 7.4 0.01 (2.3σ) 0.04 (1.7σ) 0.84 (-1.0σ)
Reticulum II τ+τ− 15.8 7.0 0.01 (2.3σ) 0.05 (1.7σ) 0.88 (-1.2σ)
Tucana III τ+τ− 10.0 6.1 0.02 (2.1σ) 0.06 (1.5σ) 0.94 (-1.6σ)
Tucana IV τ+τ− 25.0 5.1 0.02 (2.1σ) 0.09 (1.3σ) 0.98 (-2.1σ)
Note. — (1) Target name (2) best-fit DM annihilation channel (3) best-fit DM particle
mass (4) highest TS value (5) local p-value calibrated from random blank regions (6) target
p-value applying a trials factor from testing multiple DM annihilation spectra (7) sample
p-value applying an additional trials factor from analyzing 45 targets. The Gaussian
significance associated with each p-value is given in parentheses. More details can be
found in Section 3.
using the spectroscopic J-factors from Geringer-Sameth
et al. (2015b) as opposed to those from Martinez (2015).
The two data sets give compatible results (see DW15);
however, the J-factors derived by Geringer-Sameth et al.
(2015b) rely on fewer assumptions about the popula-
tion of dSphs and provide slightly more conservative esti-
mates for the predicted J-factors. The predicted J-factor
for each stellar system is shown in Table 1.
In addition to predicting the value of the J-factor we
approximate the uncertainty achievable with future ra-
dial velocity measurements. The uncertainty on the
J-factor derived from spectroscopic observations depends
on several factors, most importantly the number of stars
for which radial velocities have been measured. For ultra-
faint dSphs that are similar to the dSph candidates, spec-
tra have been measured for 20–100 stars. Additional
sources of uncertainty include the DM density profile
and dynamical factors such as the velocity anisotropy
of member stars. We consider characteristic J-factor un-
certainties, log10 σJ = {0.4, 0.6, 0.8} dex, for the newly
discovered ultra-faint satellites lacking spectroscopically
determined J-factors. Note that these uncertainties re-
fer to characteristic measurement uncertainties on the
J-factor for a typical dSph, and do not reflect any in-
trinsic scatter that may exist in a larger population of
satellites.
We reiterate that this analysis assumes that the newly
discovered systems are DM-dominated, similar to the
known population of ultra-faint dSphs. Some of the more
compact systems might actually be faint outer-halo star
clusters. Some of the larger systems also may be subject
to tidal stripping, in which case the distance-based esti-
mation described above may not apply. On-going spec-
troscopic analyses seek to robustly determine the DM
content of new systems and identify those that have com-
plicated kinematics.
5. DARK MATTER CONSTRAINTS
We use the spectroscopically determined J-factors
(when possible) and predicted J-factors (otherwise) for
each confirmed and candidate dSph to interpret the γ-
ray flux upper limits within a DM framework. Figure 6
summarizes the observed flux and 〈σv〉 upper limits de-
rived for individual confirmed and candidate dSphs, as-
suming a DM particle with a mass of 100 GeV annihilat-
ing through the bb¯-channel.6 We find that the observed
upper limits are consistent with expectations from blank-
sky regions. We also show the median expected upper
6 Results for both channels as well as bin-by-bin likelihood func-
tions for each target are available in machine-readable format at:
http://www-glast.stanford.edu/pub_data/1203/.
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Figure 5. Relationship between the distances and spectroscopically determined J-factors of known dSphs is derived with three different
techniques: (left) non-informative priors (Geringer-Sameth et al. 2015a), (center) Bayesian hierarchical modeling (Martinez 2015), and
(right) allowing for more flexible parametrizations of the stellar distribution and orbital anisotropy profile (Bonnivard et al. 2015a). We
also include recently derived J-factor estimates for Reticulum II (Simon et al. 2015; Bonnivard et al. 2015b) and Tucana II (Walker et al.
2015b) with J-factors for other dSphs that were calculated in a similar manner (see references for each panel). We fit the J-factor scaling
relation (Equation 2) to the data in each panel, yielding log10(J0/GeV
2 cm−5) = {18.1, 18.3, 18.4}, for the left, center, and right panels,
respectively; these relationships are plotted as solid, short dashed, and long dashed red lines.
limit assuming that DM annihilates with a cross section
comparable to the thermal relic cross section. Targets
with log10(J/GeV
2 cm−5) . 18.3 would have a negligi-
ble γ-ray signal for a DM cross section similar to the
thermal relic value. However, the upper limits for sys-
tems with larger J-factors would be expected to deviate
from the null hypothesis.
Given the large J-factors for Reticulum II (measured)
and Tucana III (predicted) we consider whether the
low-significance excess emission observed toward them
is consistent with a DM annihilation signal (Table 2
and Figure 4). Several other confirmed and candidate
dSphs have J-factors comparable to Reticulum II and
Tucana III but have no excess over the background. The
largest observed excess is associated with Indus II, which,
at a distance of 214 kpc, has a predicted signal that is two
orders of magnitude smaller than for the most-promising
candidates. In addition, evidence for tidal tails associ-
ated with Tucana III (Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015b) might
indicate that the DM halo of this stellar system is being
tidally stripped. Tidal stripping might significantly lower
the J-factor of this target compared to the expectation
when assuming hydrostatic equilibrium, which would de-
crease the predicted γ-ray flux from DM annihilation.
Finally, based on an analysis of blank-sky regions and
the number of targets considered, a maximum TS value
at least as large as that observed is expected in the ma-
jority of background-only realizations (see column 7 of
Table 2).
To further explore the consistency of the γ-ray data
with a DM annihilation signal from the dSph popula-
tion, and to increase search sensitivity, we combined ob-
servations of multiple satellite systems in a joint like-
lihood analysis. By simultaneously analyzing the pop-
ulation of confirmed and candidate dSphs, we avoid a
look-elsewhere effect from focusing on excesses or deficits
associated with individual targets. As opposed to weight-
ing each target equally, the combined likelihood analysis
emphasizes those targets with the largest J-factors and
enforces consistency in the DM annihilation spectrum.
The current uncertainty in the photometric classifica-
tion of newly found systems motivates the definition of
three target samples for our combined analysis (Table 1).
1. Our “nominal” sample includes: (1) kinematically
confirmed dSphs, and (2) systems with r1/2 > 20 pc
and µ > 25 mag arcsec−2.
2. We defined a “conservative” sample as a sub-
selection of the nominal sample excluding systems
with kinematic or photometric indications of tidal
disruption. Specifically, the conservative sample
excludes Boo¨tes III and Willman 1, which appear
to be dSphs but have kinematics that are diffi-
cult to interpret (Carlin et al. 2009; Willman et al.
2011). Additionally, we exclude the new system
Tucana III, which shows possible indication of tidal
stripping (Drlica-Wagner et al. 2015b).
3. Finally, we define an “inclusive” sample, which
augments the nominal sample selection with all sys-
tems with r1/2 > 10 pc and µ > 25 mag arcsec
−2.
This sample includes four ambiguous systems: Ce-
tus II, Eridanus III, Kim 2, and Tucana V.
These sample selections are compared to the photometric
characteristics of dSphs and globular clusters in Figure 1
and are indicated in Table 1.
When analyzing the γ-ray data in the context of DM
annihilation, we made use of measured J-factors based
on spectroscopic observations when possible. If spectro-
scopic J-factors were unavailable, we used the values pre-
dicted from the distance scaling relationship and adopted
a nominal uncertainty of 0.6 dex. We followed the pre-
scription of Ackermann et al. (2015b) to incorporate the
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Figure 6. Upper limits on flux (left) and cross section (right) versus J-factor. The points represent J-factors for each target estimated
either from spectroscopy (filled circles with error bars) or from the scaling relation discussed in Section 4 (filled circles). The green and
yellow shaded regions are the 68% and 95% containment regions for the blank-sky expectations, respectively. For comparison, the three
solid lines show the median expected upper limits for DM annihilation with the given cross section. No significant deviation from the
background-only expectation is observed.
J-factor uncertainty as a nuisance parameter (see Equa-
tions 3–5 in Ackermann et al. 2015b). The largest excess
found in the combined analysis of our nominal sample
was TS = 10.1 for a DM particle mass of 15.8 GeV an-
nihilating into τ -leptons (see Figure 7). We calibrated
this TS against a sample of randomly selected blank-sky
locations to get plocal = 0.047 (1.7σ). We converted this
to pglobal = 0.23 (0.7σ) by applying a trials factor to
account for our scan in DM mass and annihilation chan-
nel.7
Ackermann et al. (2014) found that cross section up-
per limits derived from dSphs are fairly insensitive to
the assumed spatial extension. However, we investigate
the impact of modeling the targets as spatially extended
sources using the Navarro-Frenk-White (NFW) DM den-
sity profiles projected along the line of sight (Navarro
et al. 1997). Since the scale radii of the dSph candi-
dates are not well constrained, we consider characteristic
scale radii of 100 pc, 316 pc, and 1 kpc. When assum-
ing the largest scale radius of 1 kpc, we find that the
TS of the most significant excess observed in the anal-
ysis of the nominal sample (τ+τ− channel and mass of
15.8 GeV) increases to TS = 15.3. The global signifi-
cance of the excess assuming the most extended spatial
model is pglobal = 0.21 (0.8σ); however, this value does
not account for the additional trials factor from testing
multiple spatial models.
We also performed our analysis using predicted
J-factor uncertainties of 0.4 dex and 0.8 dex when spec-
troscopic J-factors were unavailable. The TS values and
associated detection significances from these analyses are
listed in Table 3. Different choices for the target sample
and predicted J-factor uncertainties yield distinct null
distributions for the TS. The resulting pglobal values do
not account for the extra trials factor from testing mul-
tiple target samples and J-factor uncertainties. In all
cases, pglobal < 1σ. Due to the lack of a significant ex-
cess in the combined analysis, we conclude that there is
no significant evidence of DM annihilation in the popu-
lation of confirmed and candidate dSphs.
7 If we only tested the single DM model best-fit to the GCE
then it would not be necessary to include a trials factor for testing
multiple DM masses and channels (e.g., Hooper & Linden 2015).
Table 3
Combined Analysis Results
Sample Channel Mass (GeV) TS pglobal
0.4 dex
Inclusive τ+τ− 15.8 8.5 0.20 (0.8σ)
Nominal τ+τ− 15.8 8.5 0.18 (0.9σ)
Conservative τ+τ− 15.8 2.5 0.51 (-0.0σ)
0.6 dex
Inclusive τ+τ− 15.8 10.1 0.27 (0.6σ)
Nominal τ+τ− 15.8 10.1 0.23 (0.7σ)
Conservative τ+τ− 15.8 3.0 0.60 (-0.3σ)
0.8 dex
Inclusive τ+τ− 15.8 11.6 0.34 (0.4σ)
Nominal τ+τ− 15.8 11.4 0.29 (0.6σ)
Conservative τ+τ− 25.0 3.8 0.68 (-0.5σ)
Note. — Largest TS values from the combined anal-
ysis of satellite systems in our three target samples. We
adopt log-normal J-factor uncertainties of 0.4 dex, 0.6 dex,
and 0.8 dex for targets lacking spectroscopic J-factors.
The global p-value is calibrated from random blank-sky
regions and is corrected for a trials factor from fitting
multiple DM annihilation spectra.
Assuming that the J-factors are an accurate represen-
tation of the expected dark matter annihilation signal,
a combined analysis of the satellite population is more
sensitive than the analysis of any individual target. In
Figure 8, we show the median expected sensitivity for an
analysis of our nominal sample assuming several different
J-factor uncertainties for targets without spectroscopi-
cally determined J-factors (kinematic J-factors are held
fixed in each case). Additionally, we show the optimistic
scenario where the J-factors for the entire sample can be
determined exactly. In this limiting case, the analysis is
sensitive to the thermal relic cross section for DM par-
ticles with mass . 200 GeV, a factor of ∼ 2 increase in
mass relative to the analysis of Ackermann et al. (2015b).
In Figure 9 we show upper limits derived from a com-
bined analysis of our nominal sample assuming a J-factor
uncertainty of 0.6 dex for targets lacking spectroscopic
J-factors. We find that the derived upper limits are con-
sistent within the range of statistical fluctuation expected
from 300 random high-latitude blank-sky fields. The de-
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Figure 7. Local detection significance, expressed as a log-likelihood test statistic (TS), from the combined analysis of the nominal target
sample assuming DM annihilation through the bb¯ (left) or τ+τ− (right) channels. The log-normal J-factor uncertainties for targets lacking
spectroscopic J-factors are 0.6 dex in this example. The bands represent the local one-sided 84% (green) and 97.5% (yellow) containment
regions derived from 300 random sets of 45 blank-sky locations using the same set of J-factors as in the nominal sample.
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Figure 8. Expected sensitivity expressed as a limit on the DM annihilation cross section for the bb¯ (left) and τ+τ− (right) channels.
The expected sensitivity is calculated as the median 95% confidence level upper limit from 300 sets of random blank-sky locations. The
dashed black line shows the median expected sensitivity for the sample of 15 dSphs with kinematic J-factors used in the combined analysis
of Ackermann et al. (2015b). Colored dashed curves show the median sensitivity for the combined analysis of the nominal sample derived
assuming J-factor uncertainties of 0.8 dex, 0.6 dex, and 0.4 dex for the targets with distance-based J-factor estimates. The “No Uncertainty”
expectation curve is derived assuming zero J-factor uncertainty for all targets and represents the limiting sensitivity attainable by reducing
J-factor uncertainties. The closed contours and marker show the best-fit regions (at 2σ confidence) in cross-section and mass from several
DM interpretations of the GCE: green contour (Gordon & Macias 2013), red contour (Daylan et al. 2016), orange data point (Abazajian
et al. 2014), purple contour (Calore et al. 2015). The dashed gray curve corresponds to the thermal relic cross section from Steigman et al.
(2012).
rived upper limits lie above the median expectation for
masses below ∼ 1 TeV and ∼ 70 GeV for the bb¯ and τ+τ−
channels, respectively. This behavior can be attributed
to the low-significance excesses discussed in Section 3.
In contrast, we note that the limits lie below the median
expectation at higher masses.
6. CONCLUSIONS
We have performed a comprehensive γ-ray analysis of
Fermi -LAT data coincident with 45 confirmed and can-
didate dSphs. We find no statistically significant (> 3σ)
γ-ray excesses toward any of our targets. Four of the
targets (including two nearby systems) exhibit small ex-
cesses with local significances < 2.5σ. Since the char-
acteristics of the DM particle (i.e., mass and annihila-
tion channel) are expected to be the same in all dSphs,
we perform a combined analysis on the sample of con-
firmed and candidate dSphs. We use a simple scaling
relationship to predict the DM annihilation signal in sys-
tems without spectroscopic data. When considering the
ensemble of targets, the γ-ray data are consistent with
the background-only null hypothesis. The maximum ex-
cess found in a joint likelihood analysis of our nominal
target sample yields a maximum global significance of
pglobal = 0.23 (0.7σ) for a DM mass of 15.8 GeV annihi-
lating via the τ+τ− channel.
We calculate the median expected sensitivity assuming
the DM contents of the new candidate dSphs are compa-
rable to those of previously known dSphs. The expected
sensitivity to DM annihilation improves as more targets
are added, and depends on the precision with which the
J-factors of the new systems can be measured, as well as
the DM mass and annihilation channel being tested. As-
suming that the J-factors of the new systems can be mea-
sured with an uncertainty of 0.6 dex, the improvement in
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Figure 9. Upper limits (95% confidence level) on the DM annihilation cross section derived from a combined analysis of the nominal
target sample for the bb¯ (left) and τ+τ− (right) channels. Bands for the expected sensitivity are calculated by repeating the same analysis
on 300 randomly selected sets of high-Galactic-latitude blank fields in the LAT data. The dashed line shows the median expected sensitivity
while the bands represent the 68% and 95% quantiles. Spectroscopically measured J-factors are used when available; otherwise, J-factors
are predicted photometrically with an uncertainty of 0.6 dex (solid red line). The solid black line shows the observed limit from the
combined analysis of 15 dSphs from Ackermann et al. (2015b). The closed contours and marker show the best-fit regions (at 2σ confidence)
in cross-section and mass from several DM interpretations of the GCE: green contour (Gordon & Macias 2013), red contour (Daylan et al.
2016), orange data point (Abazajian et al. 2014), purple contour (Calore et al. 2015). The dashed gray curve corresponds to the thermal
relic cross section from Steigman et al. (2012).
sensitivity is a factor of ∼ 1.5 for hard annihilation spec-
tra (e.g., the τ+τ− channel) compared to the median
expected limits in Ackermann et al. (2015b). More pre-
cisely determined J-factors are expected to improve the
sensitivity by up to a factor of 2, motivating deeper spec-
troscopic observations both with current facilities and fu-
ture thirty-meter class telescopes (Bernstein et al. 2014;
Skidmore et al. 2015).
The limits derived from LAT data coincident with con-
firmed and candidate dSphs do not yet conclusively con-
firm or refute a DM interpretation of the GCE (Gor-
don & Macias 2013; Daylan et al. 2016; Abazajian et al.
2014; Calore et al. 2015). Relative to the combined anal-
ysis of Ackermann et al. (2015b), the limits derived here
are up to a factor of 2 more constraining at large DM
masses (mDM,bb¯ & 1 TeV and mDM,τ+τ− & 70 GeV)
and a factor of ∼ 1.5 less constraining for lower DM
masses. The weaker limits obtained at low DM mass
can be attributed to low-significance excesses coincident
with some of the nearby and recently discovered stellar
systems, i.e., Reticulum II and Tucana III. While the
excesses associated with these targets are broadly con-
sistent with the DM spectrum and cross section fit to
the GCE, we refrain from a more extensive DM interpre-
tation due to the low significance of these excesses, the
uncertainties in the J-factors of these targets, and the
lack of any significant signal in the combined analysis.
Ongoing Fermi -LAT observations, more precise
J-factor determinations with deeper spectroscopy, and
searches for new dSphs in large optical surveys will each
contribute to the future sensitivity of DM searches using
Milky Way satellites (Charles et al. 2016). In particular,
the Large Synoptic Survey Telescope (Ivezic et al. 2008)
is expected to find hundreds of new Milky Way satellite
galaxies (Tollerud et al. 2008; Hargis et al. 2014). Due to
the difficulty in acquiring spectroscopic observations and
the relative accessibility of γ-ray observations, it seems
likely that γ-ray analysis will precede J-factor determi-
nations in many cases. To facilitate updates to the DM
search as spectroscopic J-factors become available, the
likelihood profiles for each energy bin used to derive our
γ-ray flux upper limits will be made publicly available.
We plan to augment this resource as more new systems
are discovered.
After the completion of this analysis, we became aware
of an independent study of LAT Pass 8 data coincident
with DES Y2 dSph candidates (Li et al. 2016). The γ-ray
results associated with individual targets are consistent
between the two works; however, the samples selected for
combined analysis are different.
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APPENDIX
Influence of Predicted J-factors
To characterize the influence on the observed limits due to targets lacking measured J-factors, we perform an a
posteriori examination of different subsets of the target sample. Analyzing only the dSphs with measured J-factors
yields results that are similar to those of Ackermann et al. (2015b) because the target sample is nearly identical
(Figure 10). The primary differences between these two analyses are the method for calculating J-factors and their
uncertainties (Martinez 2015 vs. Geringer-Sameth et al. 2015b), the spatial model of the dSphs (spatially extended
NFW vs. point-like), and the addition of the dSph Reticulum II. As shown in the left panel of Figure 10, the limits
derived with the subset of dSphs in the nominal sample that have measured J-factors deviate by at most a factor of
two from the limits of Ackermann et al. (2015b).
Replacing the measured J-factors of all dSphs with the predicted J-factors from Table 1 has a somewhat larger
effect on the observed limits than using only dSphs with measured J-factors. The green curves in Figure 10 show the
composite limits evaluated using only predicted J-factors for two different target samples: the subset of the nominal
sample with measured J-factors (left panel) and the full nominal sample (right panel). Using only predicted J-factors
weakens the observed limits by a factor of 2–3 depending on the choice of J-factor uncertainty.
The weakening of the limits when using predicted J-factors can be partially attributed to statistical fluctuations
that occur when changing the relative weighting of objects in the sample. As a population, the predicted J-factors
are statistically consistent with the measured J-factors of Geringer-Sameth et al. (2015b, see Figure 5). However, on
an object-by-object basis, the differences in J-factors can substantially change the weight given to positive or negative
residuals observed at the location of a given dSph. We also note that the limits evaluated with predicted J-factors are
consistent with the 95% expectation band from Figure 9 (i.e., the expected variation from statistical fluctuations).
Effect of Variations in Diffuse Background Intensity
To assess the potential impact of variations in the diffuse background intensity on the derived TS distribution, we
have generated TS distributions from different subselections of the blank-sky regions. As shown in Figure 11, there is
no statistically significant change in the TS distribution when excluding regions around the Fermi bubbles or selecting
random sky positions from lower or higher Galactic latitudes. We conclude that the trials factor calculation is robust
to local variations in the background intensity at the level found in the high-latitude sky.
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Figure 10. Upper limits on the DM annihilation cross section (bb¯ channel) derived from the sub-sample of dSphs with measured J-factors
(left) and the complete nominal sample (right). Green curves show the limits obtained when these samples are analyzed using only predicted
J-factors (even when measured J-factors are available) and fixed J-factor uncertainties of 0.4, 0.6, and 0.8 dex. The solid black line shows
the observed limit from Ackermann et al. (2015b). The closed contours and marker are the same as depicted in Figure 8 and Figure 9.
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Figure 11. Cumulative TS distributions derived from blank-sky regions when fit with DM annihilation spectra (bb¯ channel). Each curve
corresponds to the distribution of blank-sky positions drawn from different subselections of the |b| > 30◦ region. The bubbles excluded
selection excludes the region containing the Fermi bubbles with |`| < 30◦ and |b| < 60◦. Shaded bands indicate the 1σ uncertainties on
the cumulative fraction. Top Left: TS distribution for the best-fit (maximum TS) mass for each blank-sky position and realization. Top
Right: TS distribution for a DM mass of 35.4 GeV. Bottom: TS distribution for a DM mass of 2.5 TeV.
